Dear AFTF Volunteer:
Thanks for responding to "the call" to support Aaron's movie. The goal is very simple: raise public awareness
about Aaron's movie from the ground-up in a grassroots movement that has the potential to revolutionize
the way We The People view our government in ways that, we hope, will help restore the blessings of liberty
and freedom in our country.
Aaron wants everyone to know that the first step was making the movie and getting it seen. The second step
is getting people to volunteer and sign on in masses - and in the tradition of Dr. King and Gandhi - to create
a movement of civil disobedience. The third step - and ultimate goal - is to force Congress to use their legal
authority to shut down the private Federal Reserve Bank.

To get
get started please visit our AFTF Volunteer Networking site at this link:
http://aftf356.proboards77.com/index.cgi
Be sure to read the thread entitled:
"Welcome To The AFTF Volunteer Network!!"
Please BUY and distribute AFTF DVDs at http://www.freedomtofascism.com
Visit http://www.americapromodvd.com to receive a $1-2 copy of this AFTF Promo DVD.
Make as many copies as you want.

AFTF can be now be seen for FREE on Google Video at:
at:
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-4312730277175242198
For those who are wondering whether they can make copies of AFTF here's the general guidelines Aaron has
established:
a. you must first buy an original AFTF DVD over at www.freedomtofascism.com
b. the AFTF DVD is a very high quality "dual-layer" DVD which requires special programs to copy
c. the copy given away must contain all the features/contents of the original AFTF DVD
d. copies have to be given away for no compensation
e. encourage everyone you give a copy to purchase an original AFTF DVD at www.freedomtofascism.com
f. repeat steps a thru e....

Volunteers:
Volunteers:
We are looking for motivated individuals who wish to be coordinators to further the cause of freedom. If
interested, please visit the link below and fill out the form. We will get back to you as soon as possible.
Thanks!
http://naam.pair.com/aftf1626/AFTF/volunteer/volunteer.html
Brian Caouette

AFTF Coordinator Maine
aftfmaine@gmail.com
(207) 212-6560
"One PEOPLE, One MOVEMENT, FREEDOM FOR ALL" - Aaron Russo

